
SECTION 1: CONFIGURATION 

1) Have you identified your watch code? 

Each smartwatch model has its own code or reference composed of the initials PE, followed by 3 

numbers and a letter (which indicates the color of the watch), checking the model name is 

essential in order to proceed with the configuration of the smartwatch. 

2) Does the watch have at least 20% battery power?   

 If "yes" move on to the next question, if "no" put in charge the clock.       

3) Did you connect your watch from the APP or by mistake from the BLUETOOTH SETTINGS of 

your mobile phone? 

If you connected your watch through the app, go to the next question, if you connected the watch 

via Bluetooth SETTINGS of the phone, disconnect the device and associate it via APP. 

) Have you already seen the tutorials on YOUTUBE? At least 1 tutorial can help you understand 

the correct process. However, we recommend that you view them all and subscribe to the channel 

in order to be updated on the next uploaded videos. 

 

5) Did you use the correct APP to associate the watch? (each watch has a dedicated APP) 

See the diagram below, if the APP is correct move to the next question, otherwise install the 

correct APP: 

Codice APP NOME dispositivo Codice APP NOME dispositivo 

SW006 JYOUPRO E98s SW022 WEARFIT PRO D06 

SW007 DA FIT P8 SW023 DIRI FIT P12 

SW008 ADORHEALTH H30 SW024 DA FIT K22 

SW009 WEARFIT 2.0 M5 SW025 DA FIT V25 

SW010 HAPPY SPORTS T80 SW026 H BAND MX11 

SW010 2 SMART KING A8 SW028 V BAND SW028 

SW011 HAPPY SPORTS Q11 SW029 VERYFIT SMARTY 

SW012 FIT PRO M5 SW031 VERYFIT  SW031  

SW013 FUN KEEP T80S SW032 FITCLOUD PRO HM08 

SW014 V BAND U8 SW033 DA FIT P25 

SW015 FITCLOUD PRO L15 SW034 DA FIT SW034 

SW019 DA FIT  K35 SW035 V BAND SW035 

SW018 QWATCH R18 SW036 DA FIT K28H 

SW020 WEARFIT 2.0 Y20 SW038 VERYFIT SW038 

SW021 F FIT k21 SW039 VERYFIT SW039 

 

6) Did you select the correct device name when pairing? (each clock has both a NAME of about 3 

characters and a unique code of 8 letters ) 



Inside the store there might be other watches with the same name, (see top tab).Verify that the 

unique code is that of the watch. 

WARNING :The unique code ( or MAC ADRESS) is usually found in the last menu of the clock that 

could be called "i or info", "other or other", "more", etc. 

 

 7) Has the watch been paired with another mobile phone? 

The watch can only be paired with one mobile phone at a time. So if it has already been paired 

with another mobile phone  (you can’t assume it didn’t happen) it can’t be paired with the 

customer’s mobile.  To pair it with the customer’s mobile phone we must disconnect it following 

these indications :  

 a) the watch must be both disconnected from the APP and from the BLUETOOTH SETTINGS of the 

mobile phone 

 b) the watch must be removed by at least 30 metres from the device to which it has been 

previously associated. 

 


